FedEx Reference Note and Package Labeling
Cut out the FedEx reference note below and tape it to the side of any live reptile/aquatics package.
It is IMPORTANT that you clearly indicate quantity and species and label your live package
appropriately, according to both Federal and State laws. This includes meeting the IATA labeling
requirement and the Lacey Act labeling requirement. Failure to label your live shipments accurately
and/or completely may result in delays, inspection, confiscation, and/or monetary fines. Florida and
California are especially vigilant about inspections and citations. It is YOUR responsibility, and it
only takes a moment!
To meet the IATA labeling requirement you must check/circle the appropriate Live Animal
Indicator- Aquatics or Reptiles.
To meet the Lacey Act labeling requirement you must list your species by quantity, and both
scientific and common name. Florida is requiring BOTH scientific and common name listings,
complying with the Florida requirement will ensure that you are labeled appropriately throughout
the country. Failure to label completely may result in delays, confiscation, and/or fines.
Completely cover the reference note with tape to prevent tears or weather wear (or use a labelenvelope).
In case of questions regarding ShipYourReptiles/ShipYourAquatics account status, live animal
shipping certification or residential shipping allowance, the note below instructs FedEx employees
to contact the FedEx Live Animal Desk through their internal system for clarification.
The note for FedEx agents is provided for reference only. FedEx employees are not required to look
up this account info for each shipment. This note is simply to alleviate any rare concerns they might
have, while also ensuring proper labeling of species and quantity for any inspection or audit.
ShipYourAquatics.com
Attn FedEx Agent:

All Pro Shipping is an approved FedEx
shipper of live animals to a residence.
Reference FedEx’s Live Animal Desk at:
http://animaldesk.web.fedex.com/
Select -Reptile/Amph Waiver
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